FLIPP DINERO SIGNS TO WE THE BEST MUSIC GROUP,
CINEMATIC MUSIC GROUP, & EPIC RECORDS

RED HOT SINGLE “LEAVE ME ALONE” AT RADIO NOW
WATCH THE MUSIC VIDEO

(August 28, 2018 – Los Angeles, CA) – Brooklyn’s boldest and brightest breakout talent Flipp
Dinero inks a high-profile deal with We The Best Music Group, Cinematic Music Group,
and Epic Records as part of a powerhouse alliance. GRAMMY® Award-nominated multiplatinum icon DJ Khaled personally signed the rising Haitian-American rapper and introduced
him on the red carpet at the MTV VMAs last week as his introduction into the musical
stardom. DJ Khaled states, “I knew Flipp was a special type of artist from the minute I heard
him. He had a certain vibe to him that I knew the world would gravitate to and I’m proud to work
with tomorrow’s brightest superstar.” Epic Records President, Sylvia Rhone says,“It’s an
incredible opportunity to partner with two of the best music men who have their ear to the
ground and their pulse on the culture. Flipp Dinero is undeniable!!”
“Leave Me Alone” bulldozes a path for the arrival of his forthcoming major label debut project,
arriving imminently. Get it HERE
Cinematic Music Group, CEO Jonnyshipes says, “I’m extremely excited to be partnering up with
Khaled, he’s one of the best hit makers of our time. We are about to make a movie with Flipp”
while manager Kendell ‘Sav’ Freeman boasts, “Flipp is definitely a phenomenal talent and im
really excited about the partnership with Khaled.”
In tandem with the announcement, Flipp Dinero formally infiltrates radio today. His
breakthrough banger “Leave Me Alone” has already amassed 28 million streams and the
breakthrough track is poised to be a main stay on airwaves. Fueled by upbeat cadences,
bulletproof bars, and an unshakable hook with international implications, the track’s music
video generated 4.5 million YouTube views in under two months. Meanwhile, it has garnered
widespread acclaim. In a recent profile, Billboard claimed, “Flipp Dinero should be on your
radar and playlist.”
Brooklyn has its next superstar. Meet Flipp Dinero.
Rising up from the hip-hop hotbed of Brooklyn, NY, Haitian-American spitter Flipp Dinerofirst
turned all eyes towards him in 2017. His debut EP, The Guala Way, earned tastemaker
acclaim straight out of the gate as Apple Music and Spotify playlists prominently featured his
music and he landed looks courtesy of XXL, HipHopDX, HotNewHipHop, Mass Appeal, and
more. However, “Leave Me Alone” ignited the internet. Everyone from Odell Beckham,
JR.,Drake, and Ty Dolla $ign to Kim Kardashian, Russell Westbrook, Jay Critch, and Joey
Bada$$ has professed fandom. Most notably, Beckham’s dance clip blew up—by ESPN, TMZ
Sports, and many others. 2018 saw Flipp hit the road with Tory Lanez and earn the support
of DJ Khaled who signed him under an alliance between We The Best Music
Group, Cinematic Music Group, and Epic Records.
Now, he’s on the path to leave a legendary imprint of his own with bonafide single that’s sure to
be a mainstay.
FOR UP TO DATE INFO REGARDING FLIPP DINERO, PLEASE VISIT:
www.flippdinero.com/
www.twitter.com/flippdinero
www.facebook.com/flippdinero
www.instagram.com/flippdinero/
www.youtube.com/user/flippdinero

